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Challenges in Avoiding Unsustain-

able Road and Street Lighting  



Primary motivation comes from here



Competencies and activities
 Detailed overview on situation in Slovenia and parts of other countries

 Experience with rationalisation of problematic projects at the local 

level, including raising awareness of local authorities and the general 

public

 Head of municipal commission for the audit of public lighting

 Head of the Committee for Limiting the Negative Effects of Lighting at 

the Slovenian Lighting Society

 Member of the working group for amending the Decree on limiting 

values of light pollution at the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial 

Planning of the Republic of Slovenia

 Active participant at international discussions and events in the last few 

years



Some key questions
 Where will we end up, if we stick to current approaches?

 Where are the practical use, ethical and aesthetic limits?

 Is ALAN a problem only when it has measurable negative impacts or 

always when it changes the natural state of the night? At which 

locations is it problematic in that sense?

 Is it acceptable that we change the natural state of the night in case of 

very low level of needs? Should we illuminate in such cases? What is „a 

low level“?

 Can we effectively address the light pollution problem without 

addressing the negative aesthetical impacts?

 How can we limit the evidently harmful lighting standards and 

recommendations?



Not only

LIGHT POLLUTION,

but also

LANDSCAPE AND SETTLEMENT 

DEGRADATION



Public lighting is installed in

TOO MANY LOCATIONS,

it is often

TOO INTENSIVE and TOO UNIFORM

and covers a

TOO LARGE AREA.

It is

NOT SWITCHED OFF OR DIMMED

when not needed any more.

In many cases

LIGHT COLOUR IS NOT ENVIRONM. FRIENDLY

Very often

PLACEMENT AND DESIGN OF EQ. ARE NOT OK



TOO MANY LOCATIONS



Until 2000: <10 lights;

1st stage: SECURITY and partly comfort;

main 3 crossroads and centrum



Y. 2020: 105 lights;
2nd stage: COMFORT and partly security, where this makes 
sense; mainly pavements and parking on the main axis; 
exaggerated projects



Y. 2050: 500 lights;

3rd stage: EXTREME COMFORT, which turns into its opposite; 
total illumination of all streets in all villages, negligible needs

+200 m1-2 km

2 km



Lighting needed/acceptable?
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Multi-level approach

 Outside settlements: forbidden, only justified 

exceptions

 Small settlements and peripheral parts of middle size 

settlements: active promotion of non-illumination

 Complete countryside, except centres of larger 

settlements, areas of concentration (pedestrians) and 

critical points: orientational lighting as a maximum

 Urban areas and exceptions from previous lines: 

illumination by (rationalised) standard



TOO INTENSIVE and TOO UNIFORM



Foreseen illumination according to the

„extremely rational version of the project“

3 x

4 x
8 x4 x

3 x

3 x



Needed that much?

Suburbs of a middle size town



A few km, surrounings of a small town

Environmentally sustainable?



What shoud we do here?



This is what is comming! Systematically!!!



ORIENTATIONAL LIGHTING as a KEY COMPROMISE

3 x



Better, but still far from good



Better, but still far from good

Alien in this space, causing unwanted urbanisation

Too high

Excessive – lighting not 
orientational, but linear

Too bright

20 lx --> max. 5 lx

Pole and luminaire

design 



STOP USING STANDARD EN 13201 OUTSIDE 

URBAN SETTLEMENTS

(standard must be revised)

and

USE ORIENTATIONAL LIGHTING AS A MAXIMUM

IN SUCH LOCATIONS



What is ORIENTATIONAL LIGHTING?

 Used for orientation in dark nights and for assuring 

the sense of safety (assuring of safety is not needed)

 Distance between poles 80 m or more, exceptionally 

can be less

 Illumination under the luminaire not more than 5 lx, 

uniformity is not a factor

 Pole height not more than 5 m, exceptionally an 

isolated luminaire can be up to 8 m 



TOO LARGE AREA



Needed that much?

End of a bypass road - village

2 km from a small town; 

village turnoff-bridge-roundabout



Really needed? Appropriate for this location?

Local roundabout

in open field area



Needed that much?

Typical roundabout on regional

(and connected) roads



Illumination of a simple crossroad …



REVISE LIGHTING EXPERT RECOMENDATIONS 

AND STATE ROAD AUTHORITIES

RECOMMENDATIONS

Who is able to do that? 



NOT SWITCHED OFF OR DIMMED



Can we (selectively) switch off here?



Switching off and dimming challenges

 Some municipalities are switching off after curfew, but 
some oppose that

 Draft of renewed light pollution decree: dimming and 
switching off will be obligatory

 Lighting experts: switching off is not acceptable, 
should be dimmed

 Dynamic lighting is not widely used yet

 One or more dimming levels?

 Where sensor lighting should be used?

 Availability of dynamic lighting must not be an excuse 
for lighting in places, where it‘s not needed



LIGHT COLOUR IS NOT 

ENVIRONMENT (AND SPACE) 

FRIENDLY



Sodium

LED – 4000 K

4000 K widely used in the past decade



Light collour as used in Slovenia

 4000 K has been widely used in the past decade
 Even Decree on green public procurement requires it, 

because it‘s slightly more energy efficient

 3000 K is already widely accepted by the lighting 
professionals and state institutions

 Draft of the renewed decree on light poll. prevention:
 Not more than 2700 K

 4000 K for pedestrian crossings

 We will try to promote 2200, at least for the 
countryside
 Lighting professionals could oppose: colour recognition not 

assured



Bordeline questions
 When lighting outside settlements?

 Lighting only the sidewalk or the whole road?

 Where uniform lighting and where only orientational?

 Heigth of poles in non-urban areas

 Negative impacts on the appearance of landscape

 Domination over settlements

 Balance between EN 13201 requirements, energy 

consumption, LP requirements, aesthetics requirements

 Height and spacing between sidewalk lights through 

settlements

 …



Problematic situations - examples
 Lighting outside settlements

 Sidewalks, footpaths, cycle paths

 Intersections, roundabouts

 Bypasses

 Service areas, parking places, stops

 Highway exits and junctions

 Scattered settlements along regional roads

 Center

 Concentrated part of the settlement, outside the center

 Rarely populated area within the official settlement limits

 Peripheral parts of rural settlements

 Peripheral parts of urban settlements



Analysis, based on Slovenian case

Reasons for insufficient success of light pollution

prevention legislation in Slovenia
https://lightingjournal.org/index.php/path/article/view/122

https://artificiallightatnight.weebly.com/uploads/3/7/0/5/37053463/alan-2021-

lp-legislation-slovenia-a%C5%A0-2_n.pdf

Detailed analysis of reasons in ethical starting

points, lighting recommendations, legislation and

lighting praxis

Public lighting as the most problematic contributor

https://lightingjournal.org/index.php/path/article/view/122
https://artificiallightatnight.weebly.com/uploads/3/7/0/5/37053463/alan-2021-lp-legislation-slovenia-a%C5%A0-2_n.pdf


Research campaign

Definition of theoretical basis for limiting lighting 

locations & Critical evaluation of existing lighting 

recommendations

Promoted by LPTMM 2022

Contact: Aleš Šubic, ales.subic@gmail.com



Web app - Evaluation of public lighting

https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/epl
(A. Šubic, J. Stare)

Evaluation of concrete public lighting cases

Linked to locations in Google Maps

Planned search by location, lighting and evaluation

parameters

https://www.lightpollutionmap.info/epl


We need to limit locations of lighting, its 
extent and intensity!

Don‘t use standard EN 13201 outside 

cities and village centres!

In such locations use ORIENTATIONAL LIGHTING as a 
maximum!


